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ABSTRACT The mechanical behavior of skinned rabbit psoas muscle fiber contractions and in vitro motility of F-actin (Vf)
have been examined using ATP, CTP, UTP, or their 2-deoxy forms (collectively designated as nucleotide triphosphates or
NTPs) as contractile substrates. Measurements of actin-activated heavy meromyosin (HMM) NTPase, the rates of NTP
binding to myosin and actomyosin, NTP-mediated acto-HMM dissociation, and NTP hydrolysis by acto-HMM were made for
comparison to the mechanical results. The data suggest a very similar mechanism of acto-HMM NTP hydrolysis. Whereas all
NTPs studied support force production and stiffness that vary by a factor 2 or less, the unloaded shortening velocity (Vu) of
muscle fibers varies by almost 10-fold. 2-Deoxy ATP (dATP) was unique in that Vu was 30% greater than with ATP. Parallel
behavior was observed between Vf and the steady-state maximum actin-activated HMM ATPase rate. Further comparisons
suggest that the variation in force correlates with the rate and equilibrium constant for NTP cleavage; the variations in Vu or
Vf are related to the rate of cross-bridge dissociation caused by NTP binding or to the rate(s) of product release.
INTRODUCTION
Muscular work results from the cyclic interaction between
actin and myosin in which chemical energy, derived from
the hydrolysis of MgATP, is converted into mechanical
work, force, and shortening (chemomechanical transduc-
tion). Myosin and acto-myosin ATPase activity have been
studied extensively in solution, and a number of steps have
been identified and characterized (reviewed in Homsher and
Millar, 1990). In muscle fibers, however, the orderly array
of thin and thick filaments may impose steric and strain-
dependent constraints on acto-myosin interactions. Re-
cently, measurements of force transients after quick length
changes or the photolysis of caged compounds (such as
ATP, ADP, Pi, and Ca2) have been used to determine 1)
which cross-bridge transition steps occur during muscle
fiber contractions, and 2) the strain-dependent properties of
these cross-bridge steps. Several chemomechanical models
now exist, most of which can be incorporated into the
following simplified scheme:
In this model ATP binds to the myosin S1 (M) of an
attached (rigor) cross-bridge (step 1), followed rapidly by
the dissociation of actin (A) from M (step 2), producing the
detached M  ATP cross-bridge state. After hydrolysis of
the -phosphate (step 3), a low-force, weakly bound
AM  ADP  Pi state can form (step 4), which is in a rapid
equilibrium with the M  ADP  Pi state. During isometric
contractions the cross-bridge then isomerizes to a strongly
bound state (step 5) that produces strain, resulting in force
generation (denoted by *). Studies of the tension transients
following caged-Pi photolysis and pressure jumps have been
interpreted as indicating that this strongly bound, high strain
state occurs before and is rapidly stabilized by the release of
Pi (step 6) from the cross-bridge (Fortune et al., 1991;
Dantzig et al., 1992; Millar and Homsher, 1992; Walker et
al., 1992). In the isometric contraction this is followed by
the slower release of ADP from the cross-bridge (step 7) at
the end of the power stroke.
While Scheme 1 accounts for much of the experimental
data from fibers, it is not a complete solution, as it cannot
adequately describe fiber force and shortening under a va-
riety of conditions and does not include any strain-depen-
dent transitions. Regnier et al. (1995), for example, demon-
strated that force generation (step 5 in Scheme 1) may occur
as a two-step process, consisting of a Ca2-regulated tran-
sition from the weakly bound, low-force AM  ADP  Pi
state to an intermediate, strongly bound, low-force
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AM  ADP  Pi state that precedes myosin isomerization to
the force-exerting AM*ADPPi state. Furthermore, there is
strong evidence that release of ADP from the cross-bridge is
a two-step process in muscle fibers (Bagshaw and
Trentham, 1975; Sleep and Hutton, 1980; Dantzig et al.,
1991). Recently Homsher et al. (1997) have provided evi-
dence that the forward rate constant for the force-generating
isomerization (step 5) varies with fiber shortening velocity
and is thus strain-dependent.
Another method used to study the chemomechanical pro-
cess in muscle fibers is to substitute analogs of ATP (NTPs)
as the substrate for contraction. Correlation of the mechan-
ical behavior in NTPs with changes in rate constants of
steps in the hydrolysis may provide useful information
about mechanically and energetically important steps. Some
of these analogs (e.g., ITP, GTP, and aza-ATP) bind more
slowly to myosin, support less force and shortening veloc-
ity, and have slower steady-state hydrolysis rates than when
MgATP is the substrate for contraction (Pate et al., 1991,
1993; White et al., 1993). Two notable exceptions to this are
2-[(4-azido-2-nitrophenyl)amino]ethyltriphosphate (Mg-
NANTP) (which behaves in a manner similar to that of
MgATP; Pate et al., 1991) and MgCTP, which support
similar force and a slower shortening velocity, but are
reported to have a faster steady-state hydrolysis rate than
MgATP (Pate et al., 1993). Both NANTP and MgCTP
exhibit a sensitivity to ADP and Pi concentrations similar to
that seen with ATP (Pate et al., 1991). Furthermore,
Shimizu et al. (1991) showed that deoxy forms of ATP
support translocation of F-actin over myosin-coated cover-
slips in motility assays at speeds similar to that of ATP and
have a higher turnover rate by HMM, in the absence and
presence of actin.
In the present study we extended this work by surveying
several naturally occurring NTPs (dATP, CTP, dCTP, UTP,
dUTP, ITP, and GTP) to find substrates that support a
variety of force levels and shortening speeds as a prelude to
experiments examining the posthydrolytic steps of the ac-
tomyosin ATPase cycle. Similar to previous work (Pate et
al., 1993; White et al., 1993), we found that at 6 mM most
of the NTPs surveyed reduced isometric force, fiber stiff-
ness, and unloaded velocity of shortening (Vu) in muscle
fibers and slowed F-actin filament sliding velocity (Vf) in
the in vitro motility assay. In contrast, dATP produces the
same isometric force as ATP, but both Vu and Vf were
increased by 30%. We then selected dATP, CTP (which
produces similar isometric force but slows Vu by 50%),
and UTP (which reduces isometric force by 50% and
slows Vu by 80%) for a more detailed study of their effects
on muscle mechanics and the kinetic steps in NTP binding
and hydrolysis. In this paper we characterize the cross-
bridge steps most likely to limit the ability of fibers to
shorten. In the companion paper (Regnier et al., 1997) we
characterize the cross-bridge steps (the posthydrolysis
steps) that control steady-state force, the kinetics of force
generation, and the strain dependency of cross-bridge cy-
cling in muscle fibers. Preliminary reports of this work were
published previously (Regnier et al., 1993; Regnier and
Homsher, 1996; Homsher et al., 1993).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fiber solutions
All fiber solutions were at 200 mM ionic strength (pH 7.1, 10°C) and, for
control measurements, contained 100 mM N,N-bis(2-hydroxyethyl)-2-ami-
noethane sulfonic acid (BES), 6 mM MgATP, 1 mM Mg2 (added as
magnesium acetate), 20 mM K-acetate, 20 mM EGTA (as K-EGTA for
relaxation solution or CaEGTA for activation solution), 15 mM creatine
phosphate, and 200-4000 units ml1 creatine phosphokinase (Sigma, St.
Louis, MO). In preactivation solutions, the K-EGTA concentration was
reduced to 2 mM, and 18 mM HDTA was added to maintain a total
concentration of (EGTA  HDTA) at 20 mM. For comparison of sub-
strates, MgATP was replaced with MgCTP, MgUTP, MgITP, MgGTP, or
the Mg2-deoxy forms of ATP (dATP), CTP (dCTP), and UTP (dUTP). For
nucleotide concentrations, the stocks were scanned using the following
extinction coefficients and wavelengths: ATP, 15.4  103 M1 cm1 (259
nm); dATP, 15.4  103 M1 cm1 (259 nm); CTP, 9.1  103 M1 cm1
(271 nm); UTP, 8.1  103 M1 cm1 (261 nm); ITP 12.2  103 M1
cm1 (249 nm); GTP 13.7  103 M1 cm1 (252 nm). In some experi-
ments the NTP concentration [NTP] was increased or decreased, and the
K-acetate concentration was adjusted to maintain ionic strength at 200 mM.
Contaminant levels of nucleotide diphosphates (NDPs) in activation solu-
tions were determined by high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) (Waters Associates, Milford, MA; Partisil 10 SAX, 4.6 mm [I.D.]
 250 mm steel column, Whatman, Clifton, NJ). The mobile phase, 0.4 M
NH4H2PO4 (pH 4.0), was pumped through the column at 3 ml min1. The
elutant’s optical density was monitored at 254 nm. ATP stocks contained
1% contamination with ADP. NTP stocks contained 1–3% contamination
by NDPs and were free of ATP contamination. Several stock solutions
were further purified by chromatography on a DEAE-52 column equili-
brated with 10 mM tetraethyl ammonium bicarbonate (TEAB) at pH 7.4
and elution with a 10–700 mM gradient. The NTP peak fractions were
pooled and rotary evaporated three times at 25°C with methanol washes
between rotary evaporation. This process reduced NDP  NMP contam-
ination to 1%. The results (maximum isometric force and unloaded
shortening velocity) obtained using the column-purified NTP were not
different from those using the original stocks. This result suggests that the
levels of NDP and Pi contamination of the NTP samples were not signif-
icant to the results obtained. To determine the ability of the creatine
phosphokinase (CPK) (1–20 mg/ml) to regenerate NTP from NDP, acti-
vation solutions were prepared with 5 mM NDP in place of NTP. To start
the reaction, CPK was added to the activation solution (at 10°C), and, at
progressive times, samples were taken and the reaction was stopped by the
addition of 5 N HCl. The solutions were brought to pH 4.0 by the addition
of NaOH, and then injected onto the HPLC for determination of the time
course of NTP synthesis. These measurements showed that ATP and dATP
were completely rephosphorylated within 20 s, but CTP and UTP gave
only 48% and 51% rephosphorylation after 30 min in 20 mg CPK/ml.
Nevertheless, CPK at 20 mg/ml was added to CTP and UTP containing
fiber solutions to mitigate increases in the basal NDP concentration.
Fiber preparation and mechanical measurements
Bundles of psoas muscle fibers from female New Zealand White rabbits
were harvested, chemically skinned by the glycerol extraction method
(Goldman et al., 1984), stored at 20°C, and used for up to 6 weeks.
Several times, freshly skinned fibers were used after incubation in a
relaxation solution containing 0.1% Triton for 15 min after to the experi-
ment. Procedures for mounting short lengths of single fibers (3–5 mm),
changing solutions, and making mechanical measurements were as previ-
ously described (Dantzig et al., 1992). After mounting, laser diffraction
was used to set sarcomere spacing at 2.8 m. Measurements of fiber width
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(w) and depth (d) were made with a compound microscope (400) from
three separate locations along the fiber length, and an average cross-
sectional area was computed (w  d  [/4]). Force transients were acquired
by digitizing signals at 20 kHz and were analyzed using the program KFIT
(Millar and Homsher, 1990). Fibers were excluded if the control level of
isometric force decreased by 10% during the experiment. Unloaded
shortening velocity (Vu) was measured using the “slack test” (Edman,
1979). The reported Vu values are expressed in muscle lengths per second
(ML/s) (the observed shortening velocity (mm/s divided by the muscle
length, corresponding to a sarcomere length of 2.25 m). The apparent
maximum Vu (max Vu) and the apparent Km (Kapp) were obtained from
measurements of Vu over a range of NTP concentrations (from 100 M to
12 mM), and using least-squares linear regression of the 1/NTP versus
1/Vu. Fiber stiffness was measured as the change in force per length, using
sinusoidal length changes of 0.05–0.1% of fiber length (peak to peak) at
0.5 kHz. Stiffness values are reported as a percentage of stiffness in control
activation solution (6 mM ATP, pCa 4.5).
Protein preparation
Rabbit skeletal myosin was prepared from white back muscles (Margossian
and Lowey, 1982) and used immediately or stored for up to 4 weeks, as
previously described (Homsher et al., 1992). Heavy meromyosin (HMM)
was produced by digestion of myosin by -chymotrypsin for 10 min at
25°C (Toyoshima et al., 1987). Actin was prepared according to the
method of Eisenberg and Keilly (1974) and was labeled with phalloidin-
tetramethylrhodamine (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR), according to the
method of Kron and Spudich (1986) for motility experiments. Protein
concentrations were determined by measuring absorption at 280 nm with
extinction coefficients of 0.53, 0.60, and 1.15 ml  mg1  cm1 for my-
osin, HMM, and actin, respectively.
In vitro motility assays
Assay conditions, techniques, and measurement procedures for f-actin
filament sliding speed (Vf) were as described in Homsher et al. (1992). All
measurements of Vf were made at 25°C, and motility solutions contained
25 mM KCl, 25 mM 3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid (MOPS) (pH
7.4), 2 mM MgCl2, 2 mM K2EGTA, 1 mM Na2-NTP, and a glucose (3
mM)/glucose oxidase (27 units/ml)/catalase (260 units/ml) system to slow
photobleaching. Total ionic strength was computed as 54 mM, and in
experiments in which the MgNTP was raised or lowered, [KCl] concen-
tration was diminished or raised to maintain ionic strength. At 6 mM
MgNTP, 1 mM Mg2, and 0 mM KCl, the ionic strength of motility
solutions was 56 mM.
Measurement of the kinetics of NTP binding,
cleavage, and hydrolysis
The proteins used in these experiments were dialyzed overnight against the
solutions to be used in the transient kinetic and steady-state NTPase
measurements. The steady-state rate of NTP hydrolysis was measured
using a colorimetric phosphate procedure (based on the formation of
phosphomolybdate) (White, 1982) from five time points for HMM alone
and in the presence of increasing actin concentrations ranging from 0 to 20
M. The solutions contained 10 mM MOPS (pH 7.1 at 10°C and 7.4 at
25°C), 3 mM MgCl2, 2 mM K2EGTA, 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), and 1
mM Na2-NTP (ionic strength 20–23 mM), and were thermostatted in a
temperature bath at 10°C or 25°C (ionic strength 20–23 mM). The reac-
tions were initiated by the addition of NTP. Estimations of the maximum
hydrolysis rate of NTP (kcat) and Km were obtained from least-squares
linear fits to double-reciprocal plots. For transient kinetics, the rate of
NTP-induced dissociation of acto-HMM and the rate of NTP binding and
cleavage were measured using a using a Hi-Tech PQ/SF stopped-flow
sample handling unit (with a dead time of 2.1 ms) (Salisbury, England)
interfaced with an OLIS Spectrofluorimeter, data acquisition unit, and
software (OLIS, Silver Springs, GA). The rate of NTP binding to HMM
was measured using exciting light at 295 nm (from a grating monochrom-
eter with 1-mm slit width) from a 150-W xenon arc lamp, and the change
in protein fluorescence at 90° to the incident light was monitored using a
photomultiplier at wave lengths greater than 345 nm after passing through
a WG 345 filter. The rate of acto-HMM dissociation was monitored by the
change in light scattering at 365 nm (Johnson and Taylor, 1978; White et
al., 1993). Estimates of the equilibrium constant for NTP cleavage were
made using a single-turnover/cold chase technique (Bagshaw and
Trentham, 1973). In these experiments, a 10-fold excess of HMM S-1 was
mixed with [-32P] NTP or [3H] NTP and, after the nucleotide bound to and
equilibrated with the HMM (as judged from the increase in protein fluo-
rescence), 2 mM unlabeled NTP was added. Aliquots of the reaction
solution were quenched in 1 N H3PO4, mixed, allowed to stand on ice for
5 min, and then brought to pH 4.6 with 1 N NH4OH. Carrier NTP, NDP,
and NMP were added to the solution, which was centrifuged in an Eppen-
dorf tabletop centrifuge for 5 min. Aliquots of the supernatant were
injected onto a SAX analytical column (see above), and the isocratically
eluted NTP and NDP peaks were collected and analyzed by scintillation
counting to determine the extent of NTP hydrolysis. Experiments were
conducted under conditions similar to those for fibers (10°C, pH 7.1, 200
mM ionic strength) and the in vitro motility assay (25°C, pH 7.4, 54 mM
ionic strength). The protein solutions at 10°C contained 100 mM BES (pH
7.1), 2 mM K2EGTA, 1 mM free Mg2, 1 mM DTT, and 163 mM
K-acetate, and those at 25°C contained 25 mM KCl, 25 mM MOPS (pH
7.4), 2 mM K2EGTA, 2 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM DTT).
RESULTS
Survey of NTPs
The isometric force (Po), stiffness (So), and Vu produced by
fibers with 6 mM ATP were compared with the force
(PNTP), stiffness (SNTP), and unloaded shortening velocity
(Vu[NTP]) produced in the same fiber when ATP was re-
placed with 6 mM NTP. Comparisons for the survey of
NTPs were made at 6 mM nucleotide concentration to
insure that Vu was at maximum for ATP (Cooke and Bialek,
1979). The results of this survey are summarized in Table 1.
The level of PNTP occurred in the following order: ATP 
dATP  CTP  dCTP  UTP  dUTP  GTP  ITP.
PCTP and PdCTP were only slightly reduced from Po,
whereas PUTP and PdUTP were reduce by half, and PGTP and
PITP were 17% PATP. SNTP was similar to PNTP and had
the relationship ATP  dATP  CTP  dCTP  UTP 
dUTP  GTP  ITP. As a control, stiffness was measured
under rigor conditions and was found to be 130 	 2%
TABLE 1 Relative values of PNTP, SNTP, and Vu(NTP), by NTP
NTP PNTP SNTP Vu(NTP)
ATP 1 1 1
dATP 0.98	 0.07 (20) 0.99 	 0.06 (8) 1.27 	 0.02 (20)
CTP 0.86	 0.02 (28) 1.02 	 0.06 (4) 0.52 	 0.03 (16)
dCTP 0.92	 0.03 (22) 1.0 	 0.03 (3) 0.47 	 0.03 (15)
UTP 0.47	 0.03 (24) 0.65 	 0.05 (10) 0.17 	 0.01 (10)
dUTP 0.47	 0.03 (18) 0.72 	 0.06 (6) 0.26 	 0.03 (10)
ITP 0.11	 0.01 (10) 0.29 	 0.03 (3) 0.07 	 0.01 (2)
GTP 0.17	 0.03 (7) 0.46 	 0.02 (5) 0.04 	 0.01 (5)
Values are mean 	SE (number of observations) expressed as a percentage
of Po (136	 5 So (12.4 kN/m2), and Vu (1.8	 0.1 ML/s) in the same fiber.
[NTP]  6 mM for all observations.
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(mean 	 SE, n  23) of So, in agreement with earlier data
(Goldman and Simmons, 1984; Pate et al., 1993). Because
SNTP was compared to So in the same fiber (at the same
sarcomere spacing), the ratio SNTP/So should be roughly
proportional to the number of strongly bound cross-bridges
during isometric contractions (Ford et al., 1977). Measure-
ments of the SNTP/So ratio suggest that the number of
strongly bound cross-bridges does not change for dATP,
CTP, or dCTP, but was reduced for the other NTPs. For
these NTPs (UTP, dUTP, ITP, and GTP), SNTP was not
reduced as much as PNTP (Table 1). Similar stiffness-force
relationships were reported by Pate et al. (1993) for CTP
and GTP. The larger decrease in force (relative to stiffness)
is similar to that seen when force is reduced by increasing Pi
(Dantzig et al., 1992; Martyn and Gordon, 1992; Hibberd et
al., 1985) or the addition of butanedione monoxime (BDM)
(Regnier et al., 1995; Higuchi and Takemori, 1989), vana-
date (Chase et al., 1993), aluminofluoride (Chase et al.,
1993, 1994), or beryllofluoride (Regnier et al., 1997). As-
suming that the compliance of the thick and thin filaments
is unchanged in different nucleotides, the change may be
produced by variation in the population of strongly bound,
low-force-exerting cross-bridges (Regnier et al., 1995). Al-
ternatively, these NTPs may alter the power stroke in a
manner that reduces the force per cross-bridge in isometric
contractions.
Vu varied widely for the various NTPs. Fig. 1 a shows
typical slack test force traces after a 7% length step using
ATP, dATP, CTP, and UTP in the same fiber. The “slack
time,” the time from the beginning of the length step to the
point when force starts to redevelop, increases with the
order dATP  ATP  CTP  UTP. Least-squares linear
regression fits of the slack times for four length steps
(ranging from 5% to 10% of fiber length) used to determine
Vu[NTP] are shown in Fig. 1 b. Vu[NTP] for this fiber increased
with the same order as shown for the single traces in Fig. 1
a. The Vu[NTP) data for all of the NTPs surveyed are sum-
marized in Table 1 and yield the relationship dATP 
ATP  dCTP  CTP  dUTP  UTP  ITP  GTP. The
results obtained for CTP and GTP agree with those of Pate
et al. (1993). dATP was unique because PdATP was similar
to Po, but Vu(dATP) was greater than Vu by almost 30%. CTP
and dCTP reduce isometric force only slightly, but reduce
Vu by 50%, whereas UTP and dUTP reduce force by
50% and are poor substrates for fiber shortening. ITP and
GTP are poor substrates for both force and shortening and
were not studied further. dATP, CTP, and UTP were se-
lected for further study because they support significant
force and span a wide range of shortening velocities.
Concentration dependence of PNTP and Vu(NTP) in
fibers and Vf(NTP) in motility assays
To determine the extent to which differences in fiber con-
tractile properties with NTPs at 6 mM were associated with
differences in NTP binding, we measured force and Vu at
different NTP concentrations. In agreement with Cooke and
Bialek (1989) and Ferenczi et al. (1984), Po decreased
linearly with log [ATP] for concentrations ranging from 0.1
mM to 5 mM (Fig. 2). This inverse correlation between
substrate concentration and force was observed for all of the
NTPs examined as well (Fig. 2). Over the concentration
ranges used for these experiments, the slope of the force/log
(NTP) for dATP, CTP, and UTP was not significantly
different from that seen in ATP, which suggests that the
equilibrium binding constants of the nucleotides to rigor
cross-bridge state are similar.
As previously demonstrated for ATP (Cooke and Bialek,
1979; Ferenczi et al., 1984), the Vu of fibers increased with
increasing [NTP]. Double-reciprocal plots of 1/Vu(NTP) ver-
sus 1/[NTP] are shown for ATP and dATP in Fig. 3 a, and
for CTP and UTP in Fig. 3 b. The values for Vu are
expressed relative to Vu with 6 mM ATP (1.0) in each fiber
FIGURE 1 Isometric force (PNTP) and unloaded shortening velocity
(Vu(NTP)) for ATP, dATP, CTP, and UTP in the same fiber. (a) The inset
demonstrates the procedure used for measurements. At arrow a, the fiber
was transferred from a preactivating solution (see Materials and Methods)
to an activation solution containing 6 mM NTP (pCa 4.5), and force was
allowed to develop to a steady-state condition. At arrow b, the fiber was
unloaded by a quick release (of 7%), and force was allowed to redevelop
at the shorter length before the fiber was transferred to relaxing solution.
For this fiber, Po  133 kN/m2, CSA  3156 m2, and fiber length (at a
sarcomere length of 2.8 m) was 3.0 mm. Normalized force values are 1.0
(ATP), 1.0 (dATP), 0.85 (CTP), and 0.45 (UTP). (b) Plot of slack time
versus length steps (5.5%, 7.0%, 8.5%, and 10% of fiber length) used to
determine Vu(NTP). The adjusted Vu(ATP) for this fiber was 1.8 muscle
lengths/s, and normalized values are 1.0 (ATP), 1.25 (dATP), 0.70 (CTP),
and 0.27 (UTP).
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for ease of comparison. The data for the four nucleotides
obey Michaelis-Menten saturation behavior, allowing esti-
mates of max Vu (Vu at infinite [NTP]) and Kapp, shown in
Table 2. The Kapp for ATP was within the range of pub-
lished values and was about threefold less than the Kapp for
dATP, but both were in the submillimolar range. Thus Vu is
near maximum for both substrates at a concentration of 6
mM, and max Vu was 31% faster for dATP. Kapp values for
CTP and UTP were in the millimolar range, 20 times
greater than for ATP. The large Kapp values limit the NTP
concentrations used for extrapolations to maximum Vu to
the ascending (steep) limb of the substrate saturation curve.
Nevertheless, the data suggest that UTP is a moderately
good substrate for Vu (76% of ATP Vu), and CTP could
produce shortening velocities similar to those in ATP if the
[MgCTP] could be raised to 15 mM. The Kapp may also be
inflated by a the build up of NDP in the center of the fiber.
Elevated levels of ADP are known to reduce Vu in
skinned muscle fibers (Cooke and Pate, 1989), and elevated
CDP or UDP may also influence measurements of max Vu.
HPLC analysis of activation solutions showed that contam-
inating levels of NDP were 1–3%, but because CDP and
UDP are poor substrates for CPK (see above), these prod-
ucts may accumulate in the fiber contractile lattice. There-
fore, an independent measure of the [NTP] dependence of
shortening velocity was obtained by studying F-actin sliding
speed or motility (Vf) in an in vitro motility assay (pH 7.4,
25°C) (Fig. 3, a and b). This method minimizes the prob-
lems associated with NDP accumulation, because the low
concentration of contractile proteins in the motility assay
preclude a significant rise in NDP (Harada et al., 1990).
Measurements of Vf at [MgNTP] up to 5 mM (at least 3
Kapp) gave results qualitatively similar to those found in
fibers (Table 2). Kapp was the same for ATP and dATP,
resulting in an increased Vf with dATP at each substrate
concentration and an increase in max Vf by 40%. The
relatively higher Kapp for CTP and UTP limits Vf at low
substrate concentrations, but, as in fibers, maximum veloc-
ity in CTP was about the same as in ATP, and in UTP was
70% as fast as ATP. The qualitatively similar Kapp and
velocity results support the hypothesis that UTP and espe-
cially CTP are effective substrates for shortening at saturat-
ing substrate concentrations, and that dATP is more effec-
tive than ATP in shortening muscle fibers.
The differences in mechanical measurements with NTPs
cannot be interpreted without additional information about
FIGURE 3 Double reciprocal plots of 1/Vu versus 1/[substrate] for (a)
ATP (F) and dATP (f) and (b) CTP (Œ) and UTP (). Values are the
means 	 SE for 3–7 fibers. The solid lines are least-squares linear fits
(r2  0.98) used to determine values for maximum Vu(NTP) and the Kapp
(mM NTP) for half-maximum Vu(NTP), summarized in Table 2.
TABLE 2 [NTP] dependence of Vu(NTP) for muscle fibers and
F-actin motility
NTP









ATP 0.25 1 0.13 6.4	 0.6
dATP 0.76 1.31 	 0.06 0.13 8.3 	 0.4
CTP 5.62 1.01 	 0.05 1.58 6.9 	 0.7
UTP 9.83 0.76 	 0.04 0.92 4.5 	 1.3
Values for max Vu and max Vf are means 	 SE.
FIGURE 2 Concentration dependence of isometric force for ATP,
dATP, CTP, and UTP. Values are normalized to the isometric force level
at 6 mM ATP in the same fiber. Regression analysis (solid line) showed
that force decreases linearly with log [NTP] for all of the nucleotides, over
the ranges used for these experiments (r2  0.98; n  3–7 fibers for each
NTP). Most SE bars are within the symbols.
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various steps of the reaction mechanism. These include the
actin-activated steady-state NTPase rate, the rate of NTP
binding to the actomyosin cross-bridge and the subsequent
rate of actomyosin dissociation, and the rate of NTP cleav-
age and the equilibrium constant for that cleavage. Below
we report estimates of these rate constants, assuming that
the basic mechanism of NTP hydrolysis is similar to that for
ATP (Scheme 1).
Steady-state rate of hydrolysis of NTPs by HMM
and acto-HMM
To examine the relationship between shortening velocity
and the rate of substrate utilization, the steady-state hydro-
lysis rate of NTPs by HMM alone (VHMM) and actin-
activated HMM (Vmax) was measured under low ionic
strength conditions at 10°C and 25°C. At both temperatures
VHMM increased in the order CTP  ATP  dATP  UTP
(Table 3). Taking VHMM for ATP as 100% at 10°C, the rate
was 134% for dATP, 68% for CTP, and 400% faster for
UTP, with all of the differences being significant (p 
0.05). The large increase in VHMM for UTP has been re-
ported by others (Keilley et al., 1956; Weber, 1969), but the
decrease for CTP is different from that reported by White et
al. (1993), who found no significant difference from ATP.
Because the steady-state rate is limited by the dissociation
of Pi from the MADPPi state, VHMM represents a lower
limit for that transition. Measurements of VHMM at 25°C
revealed faster rates with relationships similar to those at
10°C (Table 3), indicating that the overall reaction mecha-
nism has similar temperature sensitivities.
The rate of NTP hydrolysis by HMM was increased by
actin and, as seen in Fig. 4, exhibited hyperbolic behavior
with the actin concentration. The rate of NTP hydrolysis
displayed saturation kinetics for all NTPs at high actin
concentrations, allowing estimates of Km and Vmax from
double-reciprocal plots (Table 3). At both temperatures,
Vmax increased by 100 fold over VHMM for ATP, dATP,
and CTP, but by 20 fold for UTP. Km was the same for
ATP and dATP, 25% lower for CTP, and 10-fold lower
for UTP at 10°C. Increasing the reaction temperature to
25°C increased Vmax by about eightfold (from 10°C values)
for ATP, CTP, and UTP and 12-fold for dATP, whereas the
Km for actin was increased by two- to fourfold for ATP and
dATP, and seven to eightfold for CTP and UTP. Notable is
the increased Vmax for dATP compared to that of ATP,
which is in qualitative agreement with the data of Shimizu
et al. (1991). At 10°C the acto-HMM CTPase rate is 10%
less than the ATPase rate. White et al. (1993) have reported
that the acto-S1 CTPase rate was30% greater than that for
acto-S1 ATPase. This discrepancy may be related to our use
of HMM as opposed to S1 by White et al.
The Vmax for each NTPase rate correlates with Vu(NTP) at
10°C and Vf(NTP) at 25°C. It is notable that the dATPase rate
is greater than that for ATP at both temperatures in the
absence and presence of actin. This increase is similar in
magnitude to the increased Vu(dATP) and Vf(dATP) (Table 2).
In contrast, Vu(UTP) and Vf(UTP) correlate with Vmax for UTP
(relative to ATP), but are inversely related to VHMM, sug-
gesting that either the affinity of UTP for cross-bridges
and/or the rate of UTP cleavage differs from ATP.
TABLE 3 Steady-state NTPase rate of HMM in the absence





Vmax (s1) Km (m)
10°C
ATP 0.0135 	 0.0002 0.92 	 0.06 5.4 	 0.9
dATP 0.0181 	 0.0006 1.01 	 0.05 5.2 	 0.7
CTP 0.0093 	 0.0002 0.84 	 0.07 4.0 	 1.0
UTP 0.061 	 0.007 0.31 	 0.01 0.4 	 0.18
25°C
ATP 0.03 	 0.0005 7.8 	 1.5 14.4 	 5.4
dATP 0.04 	 0.0007 12.8 	 1.9 21.5 	 5.3
CTP 0.02 	 0.0005 6.9 	 1.2 29.6 	 8.4
UTP 0.14 	 0.004 2.5 	 0.1 3.0 	 0.4
The Km for actin-activated NTPase is the apparent [NTP] that produces
half-Vmax.
FIGURE 4 F-actin concentration dependence of acto-HMM NTPase for
ATP (F), dATP (f), CTP (Œ), and UTP () at (a) 10°C and (b) 25°C.
Reaction conditions at 10°C were the same as for fiber experiments, and at
25°C were the same as for in vitro motility assays, as reported in Materials
and Methods. The data are fit (solid lines) to the equation y  Vmax([A]/
([A]  Km). Values for Vmax and Km were derived using double-reciprocal
plots of the data, as in Fig. 3; the data are summarized in Table 3.
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NTP effects on the kinetics of
acto-HMM dissociation
A more direct estimate of NTP affinity for cross-bridges
was obtained by measuring the NTP-dependent rate of
acto-HMM dissociation in a stopped-flow apparatus (see
Materials and Methods). Fig. 5 shows the decrease in light
scattering upon mixing of 800 M ATP, dATP, CTP, or
UTP with acto-HMM at 10°C and 200 mM ionic strength.
This change in light scattering monitors the dissociation of
actin and HMM (White and Taylor, 1976). At this [NTP],
the rate of acto-HMM dissociation increased with the order
CTP UTP dATP ATP. The rates for dATP and ATP
are not different. Fig. 6 shows the results of similar studies
over a range of NTP concentrations from 50 M to 1.6 mM.
The data are fit to a hyperbolic relationship (see legend to
Fig. 6), which yields the apparent second-order binding
constants of the NTPs to acto-HMM (K1ka, Scheme 2) and
the rate of actin dissociation from AM  NTP (ka, Scheme 2)
according to the following scheme:
K1 ka
AM NTP 7 AM  NTP 7 AM  NTP
Scheme 2
where K1 corresponds to the equilibrium constant for step 1
in Scheme 1 and ka to the forward rate in step 2 of Scheme
1. The equations describing the kinetics of this reaction
mechanism have been described by White (1982) and
FIGURE 5 Time course of the decrease in light scattering by acto-HMM at a final concentration of 300 M NTP. Conditions were the same as for fibers
(i.e., 10°C, 0.2 M). The declines in light scattering in ATP and dATP were well fit by a single exponential, using the equation y  A  B  exp(	t) 
C  t for (a) ATP and (b) dATP. The fits for these data (solid lines) yielded rates of 375 s1 for ATP and 280 s1 for dATP. The rate of decrease in light
scattering was greatly reduced with (c) CTP and (d) UTP (note the 10-fold slower time scale) and had a lag phase. The data were fit as a two-step process
(A3 B3 C) with a time course P1 P5  t P2[1 (P4 P3)  (P4e(P3  t) P3e(P4  t))], where P3 is the time course of the lag phase, P4 corresponds
to the rate of decline of light scattering (i.e., the rate of formation of C) measured for ATP and dATP, P1 is the starting point, P2 is the amplitude change
of light scattering, and P5 is the linear slope of the data. For CTP (c), P3  124 s1, P4  25.8 s1; and for UTP (d), P3  232 s1, P4  57 s1. Axis
labels are the same for each plot, as described in c.
FIGURE 6 Rate of acto-HMM dissociation versus [NTP]. Lines are fits
to the equation kobs  ka/(1  Ko/[NTP]) and correspond to the reaction
mechanism in Scheme 2. The results of these fits are summarized in
Table 4.
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Woledge et al. (1985). The experimental results are sum-
marized in Table 4. They show that the apparent second-
order rates of CTP and UTP binding are 10- to 20-fold less
than those for ATP and dATP, and the smaller (K1ka) is
predicted by the lower ratios of Vu/Kapp and Vf/Kapp ob-
tained from the data in Table 2. Furthermore, the maximum
rate of acto-HMM dissociation, ka, in CTP was 350 s1,
whereas values of 1300 s1 were obtained for ATP and
dATP. The data indicate that each of these NTPs is effective
in dissociating actin and myosin; consequently dissociation
is unlikely to be rate limiting for steady-state NTP hydro-
lysis (except, perhaps, at low substrate concentrations). On
the other hand, dissociation of actomyosin is relatively slow
for CTP (190 s1) and UTP (360 s1) at 6 mM, a substrate
concentration that produces the maximum Vu for ATP (1 
103 s1 rate of dissociation), and may therefore limit short-
ening velocity for these NTPs at this substrate concentra-
tion. The values of ka for ATP and CTP obtained in these
studies is about half those observed by White et al. (1993),
although the K1 values are about the same. The values
obtained here may be underestimates in that the rates were
measured to only the dissociation constant of CTP.
Estimation of the rate of NTP cleavage
The rate of NTP cleavage was measured using stopped-flow
HMM protein fluorescence. Johnson and Taylor (1978)
have shown that the time course of the protein fluorescence
increase on binding ATP is the same as the time course of
ATP cleavage as measured by quenched-flow techniques.
Therefore we have assumed that the time course of the
fluorescence change after mixing of HMM with NTP can be
taken as a probe for the rate of NTP cleavage (k2  k2)
according to Scheme 3:
k1 k2 k3
M NTP 7 M  NTP 7 M  NDP  P 7 M ADP Pi
k1 k2
Scheme 3
Measurements were made at both 10°C, 200 mM ionic
strength (pH 7.1), and 25°C, 50 mM ionic strength (pH 7.4)
for comparison with fiber mechanics and F-actin motility
data, respectively. Typical fluorescence increases after mix-
ing of 1 mM NTP (producing a final NTP concentration of
500 M) with 2 M HMM (to produce a final HMM S-1
head concentration of 2 M) are shown in Fig. 7. The solid
lines are exponential fits to the protein fluorescence
changes. At low substrate concentrations (15–250 M), the
average percentage increases in protein fluorescence pro-
duced by ATP, dATP, and CTP were, respectively, 10.88%,
11.87%, and 12.16%. As the substrate concentration was
raised, the ATP and dATP amplitude did not decrease
significantly (the stopped flow dead time was2.1 ms), but
the rate of the fluorescence increase rose. The absolute
protein fluorescence in CTP and UTP decreased with in-
creases in nucleotide concentration, because these NTPs
absorb significant amounts of exciting light at 295 nm. The
similar amplitude of the percentage fluorescence increase
for ATP, dATP, and CTP, however, suggests that the equi-
librium constant for the cleavage step is similar.
The recording of the fluorescence change after the addi-
tion of UTP (seen in Fig. 7 b) gave a different pattern. UTP
addition produces an initial fall in protein fluorescence,
followed by a rise. When the traces at different UTP con-








ATP 1.24  103 1290 	 170 1.6  106
dATP 7.9  102 1386 	 103 1.1  106
CTP 2.0  102 354 	 54 7.0  104
UTP 1.5  102 870 	 37 1.3  105
FIGURE 7 The time course of the increase in intrinsic fluorescence of
HMM at a final concentration of 500 M NTP (10°C). The reaction
conditions are given in the Results. The data for ATP (a), dATP (a), and
CTP (b) were fit (solid lines) using the lag equation described for Fig. 5,
c and d. For ATP the rate constant for the lag fit was 38 s1, and the rate
of protein fluorescence increase was 24 s1. Corresponding fits for dATP
are 254 s1 and 17 s1, whereas those for CTP are 48 s1 and 8 s1. The
trace for UTP(b) is fit with a double exponential (y  A  B  exp(	1t) 
C  exp(	2t)), with a rate of fluorescence decrease of 10.7 s1 (13.1 	 1.6
s1, mean 	 SEM, n  11 for studies at 10°C) and a rate of fluorescence
increase of 4.5 s1. This behavior is approximated by the equation
M*^M UTP^M-UTP^M**-UDP-Pi
where the relative fluorescence for M*  1, M and M-UTP  0.8, and
M**  UDP  Pi  1.05. The forward rate constant for protein isomeriza-
tion is 15 s1, and the backward rate constant is 75 s1.
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centrations were fitted by a double exponential, we found
that the absolute amplitude of initial decrease in protein
fluorescence averaged 0.62 	 0.03 of the subsequent fluo-
rescence rise and did not change with [UTP]. The rate of the
fluorescence decrease averaged 56 	 6 s1 (mean 	 SEM,
n  31) and did not change significantly with [UTP] at
25°C. However, the rate of the subsequent fluorescence
increase rose hyperbolically with [UTP] (see Fig. 8). The
simplest model approximating these changes is the follow-
ing. We assumed that the HMM exists in two forms: a
higher fluroescent form (M*), which does not bind UTP
significantly, and a second isomer (M, having a lower
fluorescence), which can bind UTP and produces no fluo-
rescence change. (We further assume that ATP, dATP, and
CTP can bind to both M* and M.) The hydrolysis forming
M**  UDP  Pi then increases the protein fluorescence, as
with the other nucleotides. The rate of fluorescence decrease
on UTP addition is produced by the kinetics of the equilib-
rium between the two nucleotide-free HMM isomers. Fur-
ther details are given in the legend to Fig. 7.
The rates of the fluorescence increases in Fig. 7 are 24.2
s1 for ATP, 17.4 s1 for dATP, 7.8 s1 for CTP, and 4.5
s1 for UTP. Fig. 8 shows plots of the rates of the fluores-
cence increases as a function of nucleotide concentrations at
10°C and 25°C, and hyperbolic fits to the data (shown as
lines) are summarized in Table 5. The most significant
finding here is the similarity of (k2 k2) for ATP, dATP,
and CTP at both 10°C and 25°C. The rate for UTP is,
however, only 12–25% as fast. The similarity of behavior
for ATP and dATP and the relatively high rates (compared
to NTPase rates) render it unlikely that the cleavage rate
produces the differences in Vu for these two nucleotides.
Similarly, even though the apparent Km for CTP is high, the
FIGURE 8 Rate of the increase in intrinsic fluorescence of HMM upon the addition of NTP versus [NTP]. Hyperbolic fits to the data (solid lines) were
used to determine k2 k2 (Scheme 3) and Km, which are summarized in Table 5. At 10°C, 0.2 M ionic strength, the apparent second-order rate constants
were (in M1 s1) as follows: F, ATP  8.0  104 (a); f, dATP  9.0  104 (a); Œ, CTP  1.4  104 (c); and at 25°C, 55 mM ionic strength: ATP 
5.6  105 (b), dATP  5.1  105 (b), CTP  2.0  105 (c); , UTP  1.7  105 (d).








ATP 49 	 3 0.7 	 0.08
dATP 23 	 1 0.2 	 0.01
CTP 47	 2 2.7 	 0.20
UTP 6 	 0.2 0.13 	 0.02
25°C
ATP 168 	 14 0.18 	 0.04
dATP 152 	 5 0.19 	 0.02
CTP 219 	 47 2.10 	 0.60
UTP 38 	 1 0.13 	 0.01
Reaction conditions for 10°C were 200 mM ionic strength, 100 mM BES
(pH 7.1), 2 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT. Reactions conditions for 25°C were
the same as for the in vitro motility assay (see Materials and Methods).
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cleavage rate should be fast enough that it is not the limiting
factor in Vu(CTP) at 10°C with 6 mM CTP.
Measurement of the equilibrium constant for NTP
cleavage (K2)
For measurements of the cleavage equilibrium constant
(K2  k2/k2, Scheme 3), the single-turnover and cold
chase techniques of Bagshaw and Trentham (1973) were
used. In these experiments [-32P]NTP (final concentration
1 M) was mixed with S-1 (as HMM; final S-1 head
concentration 11 M at 200 mM ionic strength, pH 7.1, 2
mM MgCl2, 10°C) at time 0. Parallel studies of increased
protein fluorescence with NTP binding under the same
conditions showed that NTP binding was at maximum at 6 s
for ATP and dATP and at 20 s for CTP (Fig. 9). It is
assumed that most of the NTP is bound to S-1 and equili-
brates between M  NTP and M  NDP  Pi (Scheme 3). The
method further assumes that k2 k2 is rapid compared to
k3, and this is approximately true, because the HMM kcat
(Table 3) and the rate of fluorescence decay after the fluo-
rescence peak are 15–240 times slower than k2  k2. At
the peak fluorescence increase (6 s for ATP and dATP and
20 s for CTP), 2 mM unlabeled NTP (cold chase) was added
to the reaction mixture to prevent any [-32P]NTP that
dissociates from the S-1 from rebinding to the S-1. Aliquots
of the solutions were taken and quenched, and the amounts
of NTP and NDP were determined in the sample. The ratio
of NDP/NTP immediately after the cold chase is the ratio of
k2/k2. The results in Tables 6 and 7 also show that the
NDP/NTP ratio (K2) in ATP (1.42) and dATP (1.42) is the
same (implying that K2 is the same for both nucleotides).
However, the NDP/NTP ratio in CTP is larger (13.5) than
those from ATP and dATP. From these data the calculated
values for K2 at 10°C can be coupled with the stopped flow
measures of cleavage rate (k2  k2, Scheme 3), allowing
the estimations of k2 and k2 shown in Table 7.
The method described above could not be used for mea-
surements of K2 with UTP, because the fluorescence signal
used to indicate the point in time at which the NDP and NTP
come into equilibrium (Fig. 9) was indistinguishable from
background noise under single-turnover conditions. To ob-
tain a rough estimate of K2, HMM (final concentration was
21 M S-1 heads) was mixed with [-32P]UTP (100 M
final concentration). The reaction was quenched at 5, 20, 40,
and 60 s, after the initiation of the reaction and the fraction
of [-32P]UTP hydrolyzed was measured. A regression of
the percentage of [-32P]UTP cleaved against time gave a
zero time intercept of 15.1 M [-32P]UTP, or 0.72 of the
S-1 heads present (Fig. 10). Assuming that all of the S-1
heads are active, this result implies a K2 for UTP of 2.6
(K2  0.72/0.28). This value, coupled with the low maxi-
mum cleavage rate (see above), suggests a much slower
FIGURE 9 Time course of HMM fluorescence increase used to deter-
mine when NDP and NTP come into equilibrium for ATP (thin solid line),
dATP (dots), and CTP (thick solid line). Conditions were as described in
the Results for cold chase experiments. NTP cleavage equilibrium occurred
at 6 s for ATP and dATP and at 20 s for CTP.





time (s) NDP NTP
ATP 6 10 0.59 0.41
dATP 6 10 0.59 0.41
CTP 20 30 0.93 0.07
Nucleotide values are fraction of total measured at given quench time.
TABLE 7 Estimation of HMM cleavage equilibrium and rate






ATP 1.42 29 	 2 20 	 1
dATP 1.42 14 	 1 9 	 1
CTP 13.5 42–44 3.0–5.0
UTP* 2.6 4.3 	 0.1 1.7 	 0.1
*K2 estimated from zero-time intercept of UTP hydrolysis rate.
FIGURE 10 Time course of [-32P] UTP hydrolysis by HMM used to
estimate UTP Pi burst size. At zero time [-32P]UTP was mixed with
HMM (final concentration 100 M [-32P]UTP and 21 M HMM S-1
heads), and the reaction was acid-quenched at 5, 20, 40, or 60 s. Linear fits
to the data yield an intercept of 15.1 M with a slope of 0.825 %/s. Thus
the Pi burst size indicates that the ratio 15.1 FM/21 M  0.72, so that the
ratio k2/k2 (Scheme 3) is 0.72/0.28 or 2.6. The [-32P]UTPase rate was
0.04 s1.
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forward rate for UTP cleavage (k2) than for ATP, dATP,
and CTP (Table 6).
DISCUSSION
The present study confirms earlier reports that most NTPs,
when used as substrates for contractions, produce less iso-
metric force and a slower shortening velocity than that for
ATP at comparable nucleotide concentrations (Pate et al.,
1991, 1993; White et al., 1993). However, the most inter-
esting finding was that Vu is increased when dATP replaces
ATP, whereas isometric force is unchanged. dATP is one of
the few substrates that allows a faster shortening velocity in
the muscle and motility assay than ATP, increasing both
max Vu and max Vf by 30%. Velocity was also faster for
dATP at all submaximum nucleotide concentrations. This
contrasts with the findings of Shimizu et al. (1991), who
reported a slightly slower Vf (87% that of ATP) at 1 mM
nucleotide. The difference may be a consequence of the
lower ionic strengths used in their studies. At comparable
ionic strengths, Shimizu et al. (1991) do report faster my-
osin S-1 dATPase rates in both the presence and absence of
actin, in agreement with our measurements (Table 3).
Isometric force is significantly reduced in the presence of
CTP and UTP, whereas maximum shortening velocity or
sliding speed is similar for ATP and CTP, but is reduced in
UTP. Measurement of Vu in fibers at 6 mM CTP implied
that in CTP, Vu is reduced. However, experiments at in-
creased MgNTP showed both in skinned fibers and in
motility assays that this apparent reduction was a conse-
quence of the relatively weak binding of MgCTP to acto-
myosin (Tables 2, 4, and 5). UTP, despite its greater K1ka
for actomyosin dissociation (compared to CTP), supports a
significantly reduced Vu. Muscle stiffness during isometric
activation in ATP, dATP, and CTP is the same, whereas that
in UTP is reduced. Although a significant fraction (50%)
of the isometric compliance occurs in the thick and thin
filaments, these components are unlikely to change in dif-
ferent nucleotides. The decline in muscle stiffness in UTP
may be a result of at least three factors: 1) the number of
strongly bound cross-bridges (AM*  NDP  Pi, AM*  NDP,
AM*) may be reduced; 2) the number of weakly bound cross-
bridges (AM  NDP  Pi) may be increased at the expense of
strongly bound cross-bridges; 3) or the numbers of both
weakly and strongly bound cross-bridges may decline.
There is an intriguing proportionality between unloaded
shortening velocity and actin-activated NTPase, which is
most clearly seen in Tables 2 and 3. Regression of the
relative Vu and relative Vf against the relative acto-HMM





However, unloaded shortening velocity does not correlate
with NTP cleavage rates, cleavage equilibrium constants, or
rate of acto-S1 dissociation. On what do filament sliding
speed, force, stiffness, and isometric NTPase depend?
Determinants of force, shortening
velocity, and stiffness
Insight into this question can be gained by systematically
examining the change in force, shortening velocity, and
isometric NTPase rates predicted by the strain-dependent
Pate-Cooke cross-bridge model in Fig. 11. The Pate-Cooke
cross-bridge model involves five steps: 1) NTP cleavage by
myosin, M  NTP (state 1) to form M  NDP  Pi (state 2);
2) binding of the M  NDP  Pi to actin to form
AM*  NDP  Pi (state 3), which exerts force (both positive
and negative); 3) a power stroke in which Pi is released to
produce force, movement, and AM*  NDP (state 4); 4) the
release of NDP from AM*  NDP to form the AM* rigor
linkage (state 5; this step does not produce additional force
or shortening); 5) NTP binding to the rigor linkage and the
subsequent dissociation of AM* to M  ATP and actin. The
asterisk (*) near M designates strongly bound, force-exert-
ing states. The model assumes a cross-bridge stiffness, a
cross-bridge throw, free energy changes between the vari-
ous states, forward (Rij) and reverse (Rji) rate constants
between the ith and jth states, and most importantly, a strain
dependence of the different cross-bridge states. The model
successfully accounts for the force-velocity curve and the
[ATP], [ADP], and [Pi] dependence of both force and un-
loaded shortening velocity. We programmed the model us-
ing Quickbasic, and have used Cooke and Pate’s (1989) rate
constants, free energy changes, and cross-bridge strain de-
pendencies. We changed only the rate and equilibrium con-
stant for ATP cleavage, given the results of the experiments
above. The force exerted in the muscle, expressed as the
sum of the forces exerted by all cross-bridges in the range
from 12 to 12 nm, is then divided by the number of
cross-bridges in this range to obtain an average force. The
value is 0.54 pN/cross-bridge and corresponds to 2.16
pN/attached cross-bridge. The model Vu and isometric AT-
Pase are almost identical to those reported by Cooke and
Pate (1989). We next examined the sequelae of increases
and decreases of each of the forward rate constants (by
2–10-fold) in their model on force, unloaded shortening
velocity, stiffness, and isometric NTPase rate.
The model calculations show that changes in the rate
constants that regulate the entry into or exit of cross-bridges
from strongly bound states reduce force and stiffness,
whereas changes in the rates of transitions that govern the
transition of cross-bridges from negatively strained,
strongly bound states strongly affect Vu. The results of those
FIGURE 11 The Pate-Cooke cross-bridge model with associated for-
ward (R12, R23, . . . ) and reverse (R21, R32, . . .) rate constants.
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simulations are summarized in Table 8, which indicates that
1) changes in the rates of the power stroke (step 3) and AM*
dissociation (step 5) have little or no effect on the isometric
force, but large effects on Vu; 2) changes in the NTP
cleavage rate or equilibrium constant (step 1) or cross-
bridge attachment (step 2) have significant effects on iso-
metric force, but little effect on unloaded shortening veloc-
ity; 3) posthydrolysis attached state transitions (steps 3, 4,
and 5) exert a strong influence on shortening velocity, but
only the rate-limiting release of ADP has a signficant effect
on force. The effect of changes in R51 on Vu are significant
only if they apply to the rates at negative strain (i.e., at x 
0). The apparent second-order rate constant used for R51 (at
x  0) in the Pate and Cooke model assumes a linear
increase in the rate with increases in ATP (104 s1 at 6 mM
ATP), whereas stopped flow measurements indicate that it
saturates at 800-2200 s1 (White et al., 1993; Ma and
Taylor, 1994; this paper); 4) finally, the isometric ATPase
rate is significantly affected by moderate changes in each
step, except the rate of cross-bridge detachment by NTP
binding (step 5). The effects of changing the free energy for
NTP hydrolysis (G0o) are also shown in Table 8. Using this
model, the observed changes in rates measured in these
experiments, and trial and error changes in the various rate
constants given below, we obtained reasonable fits for the
observed changes in isometric force, stiffness, and Vu by the
alterations shown in Table 9. We next consider the changes
and implications of each of the NTPs characterized.
ATP
The rate constants and strain dependency for ATP as a
substrate were those used by Cooke and Pate (1989), aside
from the fact that the free-energy change for the M  ATP to
M  ADP  Pi step was reduced to 0.4 * RT, to take into
account our measured value for the cleavage step (step 2),
and the forward rate constant for cleavage was set to 30 s1,
based on our measurements (Tables 5–7). The value for R51
was set at K1ka[ATP]/(1 K1[ATP] for x 0 from the data
in Table 4, rather than the apparent second-order rate con-
stant of 2  105 M1 s1 used by Cooke and Pate (1989).
This is because the use of the second-order rate constant
ignores the fact that ka limits the rate of dissociation by ATP
under zero strain to 1300 s1. Furthermore, our measured
rates of ATP-induced association are in reasonable agree-
ment with similar measurements by Johnson and Taylor
(1978), Ma and Taylor (1994), and White et al. (1993). For










R12 (150%, Keq  10, CTP) 6* No change 3
R12 (14%, Keq  2, UTP) 19 No change 25
R12 (67%, Keq  1.5, dATP) 2 No change 3
R23 (200%) 6 2 33
R23 (50%) 7 2 25
R34 (200%) 3 29 6
R34 (50%) 1 28 5
R45 (150%) 6 14 21
R45 (33%) 12 42 36
R51 (200%) No change 10 1
R51 (10%) No change 54 3
Go (50%) 4 40 5
Go (150%) No change No change No change
For control, isometric force averages 2.16 pN/attached cross-bridge, unloaded shortening velocity is 1580 nm/hs/s, and isometric steady-state ATPase rate
is 0.92 s1.
*The change in force is negative because the change in Keq requires that G2(i)  2.3RT; because G3(i)  4.3RT at its equilibrium point, the decrease in
G2(i) necessitates that in the transition from M  NDP  Pi to AM  NDP  Pi, less energy is released and the force exerted by the AM  NDP  Pi state must
be reduced.
TABLE 9 Comparison of Pate-Cooke model predictions and
measured values
Substrate Condition Rel. Po Rel. stiffness Rel. Vu
ATP Model* 1 1 1
Measured 1 1 1
dATP Model 0.94 0.96 1.28
Measured 0.98 0.99 1.27
CTP Model 0.84 0.82 0.56
Measured 0.86 1.02 0.52
UTP Model 0.46 0.60 0.26
Measured 0.47 0.65 0.17
For ATP, R12/R21  30/20; R23, R34, R45 as in Pate and Cooke (1989);
R51  1.6  106[ATP]/(1  1240[ATP]) for x  0 or 0; and R51 
(1.6  106[ATP]  4  104(x))/(1  1240[ATP]) for x  0.
For dATP, R12/R21  20/14; increase both R34 and R45 by 30%; R51 
1.1  106[dATP]/(1  790[dATP]) for x  0 or 0, and R51  (1.1 
106[dATP]  4  104 (x))/(1  790[dATP]) for x  0.
For CTP, R12/R21  45/5; R23 reduced to 60%; R34 and R45 increased by
50%; R51  7  104[CTP]/(1  200[CTP]) for x  0 or 0, and R51 
7  104[CTP]  1200x/(1  200[CTP]) for x  0.
For UTP, R12/R21  4/2; R23 reduced to 40%; R34 increased to 200%; R45
to 500%; and R51  1.3  105[UTP]/(1  150[UTP]) for all values of x.
*Force is 2.01 pN/attached cross-bridge, fraction cross-bridges attached is
0.54, Vu is 1470 nm/hs/s, and isometric ATPase is 0.92 s1.
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negative strains, at x  0, it was necessary to make R51
dependent on cross-bridge strain, because using the values
obtained from stopped flow studies resulted in a computed
Vu of 400 nm/hs/s, 1/4 the observed value. By letting
R51  (K1ka[ATP]  4  104(x))/(1  K1[ATP]) for x 
0, an isometric force, Vu, stiffness, and isometric ATPase
rate practically identical to those in Table 8 were obtained.
A similar strain dependency was used for every ATP ana-
log, as detailed in Table 9.
dATP
The rate constants for dATP cleavage and actomyosin dis-
sociation and the equilibrium constant for cleavage were not
much different from those for ATP, and their inclusion in
the Pate-Cooke model did not significantly change the
force, Vu, or isometric dATPase. Because the rate-limiting
step for the dATPase is subsequent to cross-bridge attach-
ment and in the model is controlled by the release of NDP
from AM*  dADP, we increased the rate of R45 to increase
the dATPase and to increase Vu. Increasing R45 by 30% at
all cross-bridge strains increases the isometric dATPase by
only8%, Vu by 8%, and decreased isometric force by 7%.
To better approximate the observed changes in mechanics,
we next increased the rate entering the power stroke (R34)
by 30%, a change that brought the force, Vu, and dATPase
rate close to observed values (see Table 9). These changes
produce an increase in ATPase and Vu, but leave isometric
force and stiffness essentially unchanged. R34 and R45 are
rate constants for posthydrolysis steps that cannot be di-
rectly measured. However, increases in these steps should
increase both ktr and kPi. The behavior of posthydrolysis
steps is considered in the following paper.
Using the changes in R34 and R45 above suggests that the
power output in the presence of dATP will be12% greater
than that in the presence of ATP. However, the dATPase
will be 12% greater as well, suggesting no real change in
contractile efficiency. This, plus the fact that the binding of
dATP to myosin, its cleavage, and its ability to dissociate
actomyosin as well as ATP, indicates that the lack of an
oxygen on the 2 position of the ribose ring does not limit its
effectiveness as a substrate for myosin. dATP can substitute
for ATP in a variety of enzymatic reactions that influence
muscle fiber contractions, as judged by the rapid rephos-
phorylation of dADP by the CP/CPK reaction. This prop-
erty ensures that mechanical and kinetic properties are not
influenced by product build-up.
CTP
The equilibrium constant for CTP cleavage and the esti-
mated forward rate constant for cleavage were put into the
Pate-Cooke model. Next, R51 at all cross-bridge displace-
ments was reduced to the values observed in AM dissocia-
tion experiments (Table 4), with a corresponding reduction
in the strain dependency at x  0 (see Table 4 and footnote
of Table 9). These changes reduced Vu to 40%, isometric
force to 94%, and raised the isometric CTPase rate to 104%
of that in the muscle. To reduce both the force and CTPase
rate, R23 was reduced to 60% of its value in ATP, which
brought the isometric force to 89% and Vu to 40% of the
corresponding values in ATP. Finally, both R34 and R45
were increased by 50% above their value in ATP, to raise Vu
to 56% and isometric force to 84% of their values in ATP.
These results are in reasonable agreement with the experi-
mental changes, as seen in Table 9. The step(s) limiting
fiber shortening in 6 mM CTP differs from those for ATP or
dATP. Estimates of max Vu, max Vf, and actin-activated
steady-state CTPase all suggest that if enough substrate
could be made available, fiber shortening velocity would be
similar to or greater than the values in ATP. Because the
cleavage rate for CTP (at 10°C) is fast (Table 6), either CTP
binding to AM or the subsequent dissociation of actin from
the M  CTP cross-bridge are rate limiting at a substrate
concentration of 6 mM. This means that the attached AM*
and AM*  CTP cross-bridge states accumulate during con-
tractions in CTP. An increase in either of these populations
could explain why fiber stiffness in CTP is similar to that in
ATP, whereas force is reduced by 15% (Table 1). Fur-
thermore, the drag force (negative strain) created by these
cross-bridge states markedly reduces Vu. Increasing the CTP
concentration in the model to 24 mM raises Vu to 84% of
that in ATP. The somewhat greater stiffness measured than
predicted by the model may be a consequence of an accu-
mulation of CDP in the fiber lattice secondary to the low
rate of CDP phosphorylation by CPK. The combined effects
of an increase in R34 and a decrease in R23 suggest that both
ktr and kPi will be increased in the presence of CTP.
UTP
Reducing R12 to 4, the cleavage equilibrium constant to 2,
and setting R51 to (1.5  105[UTP]/(1  150[UTP])) for all
values of x, and doubling R34 (in accordance with data in the
following paper, Regnier and Homsher, 1998) in the pres-
ence of UTP reduced the model isometric force to 82% and
Vu to 28% of the corresponding values in ATP. To lower
isometric force still further, R23 was reduced to 40% and R45
increased to 500% of their values in ATP, yielding an
isometric force of 46%, a Vu of 27%, and a stiffness of 66%
of those seen in ATP. The reduction in R23, which implies
that the S-1 and actin binding sites may not interact in the
normal fashion, should reduce ktr. Futhermore, the increased
R34 and R45 will increase kPi.
Recently White et al. (1997) have shown that the rate of
NTP cleavage by the attached cross-bridge (AM) is much
slower than that of the dissociated cross-bridge (M) at low
ionic strength. They suggested that during isometric con-
tractions, the rate-limiting step of the cross-bridge cycle is
the cleavage step by the AM-NTP cross-bridge. If this is so,
the model employed above would need to be modified to
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include the hydrolysis by the attached cross-bridge, by
making the dissociation step in ATP binding strain depen-
dent. Such a change would facilitate fitting of the data,
because it would provide several additional parameters that
can be varied in the modeling.
The variety of mechanical responses provided by NTPs
must stem from differences in the structure of the nucleo-
side (and ribose) portions of the molecule. Pate et al. (1993)
suggest that the mechanical response of fibers to CTP is
more similar to ATP than GTP, because ATP and CTP share
a close proximity of amino groups. When the structures of
ATP and CTP are superimposed, the amino groups at the
4-position of CTP and the 6-position of ATP are in similar
spatial locations, with a nitrogen-to-nitrogen distance of
only 1.8 Å. This amino group, a hydrogen donor for hydro-
gen binding, has been suggested to play an important role in
NTP hydrolysis (Pate et al., 1993). GTP, which has a
carbonyl group at the 6-position and is a hydrogen acceptor
for hydrogen bonding, is a very poor substrate for myosin or
acto-HMM. UTP supports a greater force and velocity than
GTP. This may be a consequence of the fact that the
hydroxyl group at the 6-position in the purine ring is closer
to being a hydrogen bond donor than a carbonyl group.
Another and unexpected influence on Vu appears to be the
2-position on the ribose ring of the nucleotide, causing a
significant increase in hydrolysis activity, Vu and Vf. The
reasons for this are not clear, because the x-ray structure of
the ADP  Al  F4  S1 by Fisher et al. (1995a,b) indicates
that the ribose hydroxyl groups face toward the solution and
do not interact with S-1 residues. It could be, however, that
the removal of the 2-hydroxyl group causes a flattening of
the ribose ring and weakens the dADP binding to the S-1
head. If so, this could increase the rate of dADP release
from the attached cross-bridge and account for the increased
rate of shortening in dATP.
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